
Dear Friends,

I cannot believe through the course of our day how many temptations we face to give into sin, and 
yes, sin of all kinds.  It doesn't make any difference how young or how old we are, temptations 
abound.  

I was reading in Luke's gospel this AM about the temptations of Christ and took great comfort that 
our Lord "was tempted in that which He has suffered," and according to Hebrews 4, "He is able to 
come to the aid of those who are tempted."  Friends, understand our Lord was tempted with the 
same, "Lusts of the flesh, Lusts of the eyes, and the Boastful pride of life" as we are, yet without sin 
so that He is able to come to our aid when we are tempted and see us through to victory over each.  

Please know, that it is "never" the temptation that is sin, but giving in to such that makes it sin.  So 
we will be tempted in many things along life's path, but the choice of giving in or resisting, is ours!!!

We can learn much from how Jesus dealt with the temptation in the wilderness friends.  Each time 
the Evil One hit our Lord with the temptation, Jesus quoted a passage of scripture to refute him.  
Satan became deceitful and on the third temptation to try and get Christ to stumble he quoted 
scripture, but as you study what he said, the deceiver left a part out, soooo like he does to trip us 
up, he will deceive and try and use Scripture to his benefit.  Christ again defeated the evil one with 
the whole truth, not leaving anything out, and Satan departed from Him until an opportune time.

Friends, it is so important we as His followers understand the power of His Word when we are 
tempted.  James 4:7, says "Submit to God and resist the devil."  In submitting to God in the midst of 
the temptation, all we have to do when tempted is to take, as Jesus did, a text of scripture, biblical 
truth, and quote it and the evil one has to flee!!!!!   I don't have to fret, worry, argue, gripe and 
complain about the temptation, just quoting His truth defeats the temptation and we can go on down 
life's path in victory.  I like that!!!!  My favorite vs. when being tempted is 1 Chronicles 29:11,12, your 
welcome to make it yours as well, it is soooooo good and strongly truthful about who God is, Satan 
and his allies the world and the flesh can't stand against His truth.

There is no need to be fearful of the temptation just know the truth and stand on it in humility.  In 
and of ourselves the evil one is so much more powerful than us, but with the very Resurrection 
power of Christ dwelling within us and His Word flowing forth in our heart and through our mouth, 
we have the victory!  Sounds simple?  It is!  But hard to apply....because it becomes our choice!

Have a great day Christian friends walking in the freedom He has provided for each of us,

Doug
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